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Abstract

Knowledge-based design systems and creativity are opposing con-
cepts: the formal models used in a computer system seem to define
a closed design space, while the nature of creativity is to extend the
space of designs. The opposition can be resolved by introducing a
clear distinction between two spaces of design solutions: those that
can be represented and analyzed using first principles knowledge, and
the subspace that can also be generated from specifications using an
effective computation procedure. A design can be defined as creative
if it fails in the difference space of structures which are analyzable
but not generateable.

We present a prototype system which applies this idea in the do-
main of mechanism design. Given a set of functional specifications,
the first step is to find an existing mechanism, usually intended for
other purposes, which satisfies some reasonably large subset of the
specifications. The second step is to extend the vocabulary of shape
features based on inversion of the analysis, and to define modification
operators which adapt the device to satisfy all of the specifications.

The approach is creative through two processes: the reuse of ex-
isting devices for new purposes, and the extension of the feature
vocabulary to enlarge the space of designs which can be generated.
We show an example where the technique has produced a device
which is arguably better than the solution proposed in the literature.

1 Introduction

In some domains, such as design of part shapes in mechanisms,
it is not possible to define a fixed set of primitives which is
sufficient to represent all important features. Figure I shows
an example where the importance of the presence and shape
of the small notch depends on the context: on the left, it has
no influence on behavior, while on the right, it keeps the block
from sliding. For any shape, there are infinitely many features,
each of which may become important given the proper context.
Consequently, it is not possible to define a finite set of shape
primitives which is expressive enough to correctly deal with
all possible contexts. On the other hand, any shape can be at
least approximately represented on a computer, and there is a
general theory that allows analyzing the kinematic interactions
of any pair of shapes ([2]).

This situation means that for mechanical design, we can
distinguish three possible types of knowledge, each of which
allows generating a different set of devices:

Figure 1: Whether or not a shape feature is important for
behavior depends strongly on the context. In the environment
on the left, the notch is irrelevant, while in the context on the
right, its precise shape is crucial for determining whether the
triangle will slide clown the incline or not.

¯ synthesis knowledge, usually in the form of prototypes
that map function =~ structure.

¯ domain knowledge, usually in the form of analysis rules
which map shape features =~ behavior ~ function.

¯ principled knowledge, often in the form of computation
procedures, that map structure =¢, behavior.

The three different kinds of knowledge, and the types of de-
vices accessible through them, are illustrated in Figure 2.

Note that only synthesis and domain knowledge can be used
to form an effective procedure which maps specifications to
structure. Synthesis knowledge can do this deductively, while
domain knowledge must be applied abductively to construct
a mapping from function to structure. Principled knowledge,
such as kinematic analysis procedures, can in general not be
used in an abductive manner to map function or behavior to
structure. Therefore, the space of designs which are accessible
only by principled knowledge cannot be generated using an
effective procedure. In this sense, we can say that such designs
are not computable by the system, and their generation would
count as creative with respect to the knowledge that the system
had at the time of generation. Note that we are assuming that
creativity is defined with respect to the knowledge encoded in
the program, not the society at largex.

Generating a creative design solution usually requires not
only finding a new structure within the space of previously
unreachable ones, but also extending domain knowledge to

t Note that such a social definition poses some paradoxes when applied to
computer programs: for example, a program would be creative only the first
time that it is run.
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Creative Design Solutions:
extensions of domain
knowledge

ledge

Figure 2: Inclusion relations between the structures accessible
by the three different types of knowledge in mechanical design.
Creative design solutions fall in the difference space between
what is accessible by principled knowledge and domain knowl-
edge. Generating a creative design solution requires extending
domain knowledge to cover new areas.

be able to integrate the new idea into a larger context. In
this paper, we present a computer program which concentrates
on this second aspect by systematically extending its domain
knowledge to allow it to generate solutions to the specifications
that fall into this space of creative designs. An overview of the
program is shown in Figure 3.

An existing device, usually designed for a different purpose,
is selected by the user as the starting point for adaptation. The
program then adapts the structure so that its behavior conforms
to the specifications for the new device using an iteration of
the following steps:

1. Apply principled knowledge to compute the qualitative
behavior of the current structure.

2. Compare this qualitative behavior to the specifications,
and determine the list of discrepancies.

3. Generalize those aspects of the analysis which are in-
volved in discrepancies to define the shape features they
depend on. This defines new domain knowledge which
extends the scope of designs that the system can generate
in a goal-directed manner.

4. Based on the extended domain knowledge, define modifi-
cation operators to eliminate the discrepancies and apply
them to refine the design. Return to step 1.

Extend dorrmln

Figure 3: Overview of the process by which creative designs
are obtained.

Figure 4: An escapement design produced using our system.
The wheel is driven clockwise, and the pawl is attached to a
pendulum which creates an oscillation with constant period.
Note that only kinematic criteria have been taken into account.

We have applied the technique to the example domain of two-
dimensional elementary mechanisms, also known as kinematic
pairs. A kinematic pair consists of two parts with one degree
of freedom and achieves its function through the shapes of the
parts. An example of a kinematic pair is shown in Figure 4.
The technique is sufficiently powerful to result in interesting
new designs which are often better than those proposed in text-
books on mechanical design. For example, given thekinematic
specifications for an escapement device - a mechanism where
an oscillating pallet regulates the motion of a scape wheel - the
system created the design shown in Figure 4 ([5]), which uses
a simpler shape than that commonly found. However, since at
the moment we neglect considerations of dynamics and tech-
nology, the designs may not always be satisfactory from those
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Figure 5: Examples of kinematic states of a ratchet.

points of view. For example, the escapement design would not
allow transferring energy to the pendulum through the motion
of the scape wheel.

The structure of this paper follows the structure of the tech-
nique illustrated in Figure 3. We first describe the qualita-
tive language used for representing functional specifications,
based on the place vocabulary theory of qualitative kinemat-
ics ([2, 3]). The theory of qualitative kinematics also defines
methods for computing the analysis using general principles.
We then show how to generalize the analysis constructed by
this theory to define the shape features which are relevant for
behavior and formulate the analysis as domain rules, follow-
ing the inversion principles defined in [4]. Finally, we show
how these domain rules can be used in an abductive manner to
refine a design and make it satisfy the desired behavior.

2 Representing and Evaluating Func-
tional Specifications

Qualitative functional features The function of elementary
mechanisms is primarily based on its kinematics. A qualitative
representation of kinematic function can be given in terms of
kinematic states, widely used in textbooks on the subject. As
an example, some of the kinematic states in a ratchet device
are shown in Figure 5.

In qualitative physics terminology, the graph of qualitative
states is called an envisionment. In our framework, we first
compute a symbolic representation of the possible contact re-
lationships, the place vocabulary ([2]). The place vocabulary
is a graph where each node represents a different contact rela-
tionship, and each arc represents a potential transition between
the contacts. The envisionment is obtained by combining each
node of the place vocabulary with the possible assumptions
about external forces and motions and keeping only consistent
states and transitions. We have developed and implemented
complete algorithms to compute place vocabularies for ar-
bitrary two-dimensional higher kinematic pairs in fixed-axis

mechanisms ([2]). These have been used to compute envi-
sionments for a number of mechanisms, such as a mechanical
clock ([6]).

The place vocabulary defines a graph containing the kine-
matic states, the qualitative directions of motion (e.g. clock-
wise/counterclockwise) allowed in each state, and the qual-
itative directions of motion required for transitions between
states. Our prototype system uses the following predicates for
characteristics of the states and their connections.

point-place(z), the contacts in ¯ hold only in a single
configuration.

edge-place(z): the contacts in z hold in a one-
dimensional set of configurations.

face-place(z): z is a place without any contacts.

qualitative-motion(d): d is a qualitative vector (do, 
whose components indicate the direction of motion of
each object: di E {-, 0, +}.

transition(~., !/, d): motion d can cause a transition from
place z to ~/.

allowed-motion(z, d): motion ispossible everywhere
in place z.

dist(z, y, d): The distance from place z to place y along
the direction d. dist,(z, y, d) is the projection on the ith
component ofd. This is a metric function defined in place
vocabulary. Note that the introduction of quantitative
measures makes our system able to model both qualitative
and quantitative functional features.

The kinematic function that a place vocabulary represents
depends on the forces and motions which axe imposed on the
device. It can be defined by imposing either forces, or actual
motions. We represent the two possibilities using the following
notation:

Y,,,C,) : Ca1, a2)
((dz, d2) is a qualitative vector which specifies the direc-
tion of the force or moment applied to each object in a set
of states s.)

assumed-motion(.~’,., (s), 
The potential motion d caused by assumed forces F,,, in
a set of states s.

¯ .M..(s): ’[dl assumed-motion (~"..(s), 
(the set of all potential motions generated by .T.. in the
set of states s.)

¯ ~o.(s): {(d1,d~)}
(the set of motions imposed by external actions in a set of
states s.)

In situations where the external influence can be described
by forces, such as gravity, one specifies ~.,, which is then
translated into A4.,,. In cases where motion is imposed from
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the outside, such as the wheel motion in the escapement, one
can directly specify this set of motions.

The kinematic function of a mechanism is its reaction to the
assumed environment. The vocabulary for defining function
depends on the types of mechanisms that have to be specified,
and can be extended as required. For example, some functional
features our prototype system provides are:

¯ .x,f,,,(z) 
{did ^ (z allowed-motion
(z, d)}
(The consistent motions are the motions which are as-
sumed and allowed in place z)

¯ transmitting-place(e, dirt, dir2):
(Vd = (dx, d2)) {edge-place(z) ̂  d E A4co,~(z) 
dirt ~ d2 = dira ^ da = -dira :~ dt = -dirty
(Motion of the first part in direction dirt is translated into
motion of the second in direction dir2.)

¯ blocking-place (z) : -~(3d E .M,o,,(z))
(a place blocks motions if its consistent motion set is
empty)

¯ partial-blocking.place (z, d) 
^ d

(a partial blocking place blocks a specified allowed mo-
tion)

¯ possible-path(to, z,~):
(to = z,~) v 3 S = (to, zt, z2,..., ~,,) such 
(¥i < n)(3d A4co,~){allowed-motion(zi, d)
transition(zi, zi+x, d)}
(There is a path from place zo to place zn whenever there
is a sequence of places such that each of them allows
at least one assumed motion, and each of them allows
transitions between them)

¯ array-topology(c, dr, d2): if the first or second object
have rotational freedom, the array involves dt rotations
of the first or d2 rotations of the second object. This pred-
icate is defined on the kinematic topology of the mecha-
nism.

¯ cycle-topology(c, dx, da): if the first or second object
have rotational freedom, the cycle involves dt rotations
of the first or d2 rotations of the second object. This pred-
icate is defined on the kinematic topology of the mecha-
nism.

¯ array(zo, A): A = (zo, Zx, z2,..., z,~-x)
(Array A is a series of states)

cycle(to, C): C = (to, zx, z2,..., z,,zo) such 
(Vzi E C)(3d E A4c~){allowed-motion(:ci, 
transition(zi, Zmod(i+X,n+X), 
(there is a cycle of states C such that transitions between
subsequent states are consistent with assumed and al-
lowed directions of motion.)

As an example, we use these categories to define the qualita-
tive function of an escapement, the main mechanism underly-
ing mechanical clocks. An escapement is a mechanism which
uses the oscillation of a pendulum to regulate the rotation of a
scape wheel, allowing the wheel to complete a rotation once
for every time the pendulum has performed a fixed number of
oscillations.

1. (3cycleX = {to, a:t, z2,..., z,~-t}) of states such that:
(Vzi E X)partial-blocking-place(zi, (+, 
cycle-topology(&’, 1,0)

2. (qcycley = {Vo, I/x, V2,..., V,~-t}) of states such that:
(V~ti E y)partial-blocking-place(yi, (+, 
cycle-topology(y,l,0)

3. for .~",,,=(+, -), A4,.,,={(-, -), (0, -), (+, 
(Vzl E X)possible.path(zi, l/i), Yi E )

(when the pendulum swings from right to left, there exists
a path from place zl to yl)

4. for ~,,,°=(+, +), A4,,°°={(-, +), (0, +), (+, 
(Vyi E Y)possible-path(yi, z,r, od(i+t,,~)),

Z,~o<i+t,,~) E 
(when the pendulum swings from left to right, there exists
a path from place !/i to the place Z,~od(i+t,,~) in the cycle
X.)

5. for.Ta°°=(+, 0), .A/f,°o={(+, 0)}:
(Vz)-~(3C)cycle(z, 
(the wheel is prevented from rotating a full cycle when-
ever the pendulum does not move)

Place vocabularies and their computation are based on the
boundaries of object shapes. As a result, the set of kinematic
states only emerges through simultaneous consideration of all
possible configurations. For design, this means that it is impos-
sible to analyze the behavior of the device based on local con-
siderations only. Furthermore, it is difficult to establish causal
chains for the possibility or impossibility of particular contacts.
These problems can be addressed by a region-based shape rep-
resentation which defines a kinematic topology ([1]). Our
design system uses a combination of both the geometry-based
and topology-based formalisms; thus, the predicates cycle-
topology and array-topology are defined based on kinematic
topology.

3 Generalizing the Analysis to Extend
Domain Knowledge

The existance of each qualitative feature present in the place
vocabulary is computed from the structure and dimensions of
the part’s shapes. In our current implementation, we limit the
possible shapes to polygons. These are represented using a
metric diagram ( [3, 4]). The metric diagram consists of 
symbolic structure which defines the vertices and edges be-
tween them, and defines metric parmneters for the positions of
the vertices.
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Shape: Metric Diagram

vl,~/dvl

Function: Place Voc~

Figure 6: The shape of a device is modelled by its metric
diagram, from which analysis computes a place vocabulary
expressing its function. Functional features, for example the
possibility of touch between the tip of the pallet and the bottom
of the wheel’s teeth, define metric predicates such as the one
shown. The metric predicates are the shape features which are
relevant to the problem at hand.

Since the computation of place vocabulary features has a
binary outcome (existance or nonexistance of the feature), 
defines conditions on the shapes under which each outcome
will occur. The principle of causal inversion is to use these
conditions to define the shape features necessary for deciding
on the presence of the functional feature, thus ensuring their
sufficiency to predict qualitative function.

The causal inversion process is illustrated by the example of
Figure 6. Metric predicates take the general form of the test of
the sign of an algebraic expression involving the dimensions
of the shape. The features of the place vocabulary generally
depend on a complex logical combination of metric predicates
and the existance of shape elements. More details on the
mapping between functional features and metric predicates
can be found in [4].

Metric predicates to domain knowledge A metric predi-
cate defines a shape feature which is present whenever the
predicate is satisfied. Furthermore, the metric predicates used
in the derivation of a functional feature define exactly the shape
features which are relevant with respect to this function. The
dependencies of the computation can then be reformulated as
deductive domain rules in the form of:

featuret A featurea A ... ::~ function

Based on a trace of the analysis, the system can thus extend
its domain knowledge to also cover the device which has been
analyzed.

Because the shape features have a certain generality, the new
knowledge not only covers the current design, but also a space
of previously inaccessible designs which share the same shape
features. The new knowledge can be used in two ways:

¯ to formulate constraints on the shapes which ensure that
the shape features which guarantee desirable functional
features are maintained.

¯ to formulate mdification operators on the shapes which
have the promise of making functional features dissap-
pear by eliminating one of the shape features causing
it.

Formulating modification operators is an abductive process
with the rationale that eliminating a shape feature which was
responsible for a particular functional feature will most likely
make that feature disappear as well. This heuristic for conflict
resolution, commonly used in reasoning engines, is based on
the assumption that rules contain no superfluous conditions.
In the context of the design system, the resulting modification
operators also make accessible structures whose shape features
are slightly different from those of the current structure. Thus,
they not only generalize the current structure, but also expand
the design space to slightly different structures. Since the
results of modification operators cannot be guaranteed, the
resulting structures are again analyzed and domain knowledge
extended to cover the interesting features before they can be
used.

All modification operators are subject to the additional con-
straint that a polygon shape may not overlap itself, a configu-
ration which would be physically impossible to achieve. We
have developed an algorithm for incrementally generating and
maintaining the constraints which express this condition ([8]).

Reasoning with modification operators The formulation
of metric predicates turns shape design into a constraint sat-
isfaction problem: find a structure and associated dimensions
which satisfies the constraints for the functional features re-
quired by the specification. Since the constraint network is
dynamic, i.e. dependent on the structure of the part shapes,
and involves unbounded value sets, it has to be solved by in-
cremental generation and modification. We consider two types
of modification operators:

¯ dimensionalmodifications, wherethedimensionsofparts
are adjusted to fit the functional requirements, and

¯ topological modifications, where vertices are added to
part shapes. A topological modification is always coupled
with a dimensional modification to fix the dimensions of
the new features.

Dimensionals modification operators can be indexed by their
effect on the place vocabulary: changing the appearance of
a state in the place vocabulary, or making a state appear or
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disappear. By matching this to the set of active goals in a
given stage, the system maintains a finite set of potentially
applicable modification operators for proceeding with the de-
sign. Topological modifications are only proposed when the
requirements on a dimensional modification are contradictory:
adding vertices gives additional degrees of freedom to resolve
the contradiction. Because removal of features can create ille-
gal shapes, it is not considered in the current framework; the
system generates shapes with incremental complexity.

Dimensional modifications are based on the constraints de-
fined by metric predicates. These divide up the space of shape
parameters into regions in which the qualitative behavior does
not change. Since any choice of value is equivalent, new
dimensions are obtained by picking an arbitrary value combi-
nation within a region that exhibits the desired behavior ([4]).

In practice, the computational complexity makes such a
computation intractable or even incomputable, since most of
the constraints are nonlinear and some are not even algebraic.
A tractable, but necessarily incomplete solution is to select
only a single parameter for modification, and project the con-
straints onto landmark values of this parameter. The landmark
values can be computed by numerical approximation, thus
avoiding expensive computation with nonlinear curves. Note
that for designing two-dimensional shapes, the most serious
incompleteness problems could be avoided if it were possible
to consider the pairs of parameters which define the positions
of individual shape features.

As an example, consider the possibility of touch between v3
and v5 (Figure 6) as a functional feature. The metric predicate
required for proving the existance of the feature is:

d,,3 + d,,s > d

Assuming that d,,3 has been chosen for modification, projec-
tion (using ~,, = 26 and d = 30) gives the landmark value
of d~3 = 4. Another bound on the existance is that it must
still allow the wheel to turn, which results in a landmark value
of d~3 = 9.2815. A modification operator which makes the
touch appear would set d~3 to a value in the middle of the
interval, for example at 43 = 6.7. An operator which makes
the touch disappear would set it to d~a = 2, for example.

Synthesis knowledge and modification operators On the
basis of modification operators, synthesis knowledge can be
formulated as heuristics or design plans. It is required in partic-
ular to control the choice of parameters and metric predicates to
modify and to detect the contradictions which require topolog-
ical changes. We are also investigating the use of case-based
reasoning for efficient control of the search process. In the cur-
rent prototype, synthesis knowledge is furnished interactively
by the user.

4 An Example of a Creative Design

In this section, we give an example of using modification op-
erators for design. For simplicity, we use an incremental mod-
ification strategy in which discrepancies to specifications are

resolved by successive modifications. More efficient strategies
are possible by analyzing the dependencies between functional
features, similar to the techniques investigated by Williams
([I 1]). In this paper, we focus on the process of extending
domain knowledge to generate modifications, leaving aside
issues of control and efficiency.

In an earlier paper ([5]), we discussed the design of 
escapement from a ratchet. In this paper, we consider the
example of a mechanism in which an oscillating motion is
transformed into a rotation which advances forward one step
and reverse two steps for each iteration. A solution for this
problem in the literature ([ I0]) uses 4 parts and a friction-based
mechanism which requires frequent maintenance.

Using the functional features defined earlier, the function
of a mechanism with forward and reverse movements can be
specified in the following way:

1. (3arrayX = {zo, zl, z2,..., m,-1}) of states such that:
(Vz~ E X)transmitting-place(~i, (+, --))A
array-topology(2’, 1,0)
(There is a array of states which transmits motion in the
forward direction.)

2. (3arrayY = {No, Yl, !12,..., Y,~-I}) of states such that:
(Vyi E y)transmitting-place(yl, (-, 
array-topology(y, 1,0)
(There is a array of states which transmits motion in the
reverse direction.)

3. for ~"~o,=(0, +), .Ma,,={(-, +), (0, +), (+, 
(Vzi E X)possible-path(zi, yi), Yi 
(when the pallet moves from left to fight, there exists 
path from place ~i to Yi)

4. for U,,,=(0, -), A4,,o={(-, -), (0, -), (+, 
(Vyi (5 y)possible-path(~¢i, Z.~od(i+l,n)),
Zrr~od(iq-l,n) ~

(when the pallet moves from right to left, there exists 
path from place ~’i to the place ~od(i+l,,-,) in the array
X.)

5. (Vz~ E X)(Vy~ E 3)) { distl(yi, ~/,~,od(i+l,,q, (--, 
distx(zi, Zrnod(i+l,n), (’~, *)) 

(The forwarding angle in x-axis is smaller than the re-
versing angle in x-axis)

One possible trace of an incremental modification which
achieves these specifications is illustrated in Figure 7. We
assume that design starts from the escapement device which
the system designed in an earlier task, shown as device A.
Note that this device was designed for an entirely different
environment in which it is the wheel that is driven and the only
function of the pallet is to regulate the motion.

Envisioning the place vocabulary of the escapement in the
environment for the reversing mechanism, the program finds
that

¯ the mechanism already provides two arrays of states
which can be used to satisfy the functional specifications
(1) and (2).
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Figure 7: Incremental design of reverse mechanism using mod-
i hcation operators derived by causal inversion.

¯ there is a possible path from one state of array X to one
state of array y which fulfills specification (3).

¯ there do not exist paths to satisfy specification (4),

¯ when the device is driven by the pallet, forward and re-
verse ,angles of rotation are equal in each period of oscil-
lation, so that specification (5) is not satisfied.

Envisioning the device in the new context thus leads to discov-
ering new functionalities, namely that the escapement device
can also be used to transmit motion from the pawl to the wheel.
This discovery defines a point in the design space which was
not previously accessible and constitutes the seed of creative
design.

The system now proceeds to extending domain knowledge
to allow it to also satisfy specifications (4) and (5). For creating
the paths required in specification (4), the system uses a rule
whereby a path from place z to !/can be created as the sum of
paths from z to z and z to !t. In the envisionment, the system
finds in fact there is such a array of states z:

(~arrayZ = (zo, Zl, z2, ..., z,,_l})
Vzi{transmitting-place(zi, (% +))}A
array-topology(Z,1,0)

The array Z can be used as intermediate states to establish
the connection from array y to array Z and array Z to array
X. The function of the forward/reversing mechanism can now
be defined more precisely by replacing specification (4) with
the following two specifications:

.
for &,,=(0, -), -), (0, -), -)}:
(Vyi E Y)possible-path(yi, z~), zi 
(when the pallet swings from right to left, there exists 
path from place yi to place zi in the array Z.)

.
for &..=(o, +). +), (o, +), +)}:
( V zi E Z)possible-path(zl, zmod(~+l,~,)),
z,~,odCi+l,n) E 
(when the pallet moves from left to fight, there exists 
path from place zi to place Z~o,~(i+l,,~))

However, there is as yet no path from state Yi to zi when the
pallet moves from right to left. As shown in [4], the existance
of thepath can be translated to constraints on vertices va, v4, vs
and the center distance d (the metric diagram parameters refer
to Figure 6). This defines the extension of domain knowledge
which can now be used to propose modifications that create
the path.

The selection of the shape feature to modify is left to user
control in order to avoid combinatorial explosion of the pro-
cess. We assume that the user chooses to change vertex v.a to
eliminate this discrepancy. The system defines a modification
operator where va = (-4.38, 8.’/7). Renewed envisionment
shows that this modification in fact establishes the possible
path from z/to ¢raodCi+l,n) since place-dir (zl, (+, +) sets 
possible path from zi to z,,~,a(i+l,,~) when the pallet moves
from left to right on leaving place z~. Translating the shape
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features underlying this specification into a single shape results
in the device B of Figure 7.

Next, we assume that we also impose the quantitative re-
striction that the reverse rotation of wheel should equal to 2
times of forward rotation. This means that specification (5) 
reformulated as:

¯ (Vzi E 2’)(Vyi E Y) distx(yl, Y,no,/(i+l,,~), (-, =

2 x distl(zl, x,,~od(i+l,,,), (+, *))
(The reversing angle in x-axis is two times bigger than
forwarding angle in x-axis)

Analysis shows that the new functional specification de-
pends on several new shape features involving v4 and vs. As-
suming that the user chooses a modification operator which
acts on vs, a modification where v5 is moved to (-6.69, 16.82)
from its original position (0, 20) is proposed. However, this
modification would violate the constraints on maintaining a
physically legal polygon, and is thus rejected.

In order to solve this contradiction, additional degrees of
freedom have to be introduced. A variable which can provide
this degree of freedom is the number of teeth that the wheel
has. This variable exists implicitly in the metric diagram as part
of the definition of the periodic structure forming the wheel,
and is now considered as an additional parameter. Applying
the same inversion process to this parameter, the system finds
that by changing the period of wheel from 8 to 24 and mod-
ifying v5 from (0 20) to (-2.50, 19.84), the restriction of 
reverse movement being two times of forward movement can
be satisfied. The result is shown as device C in Figure 7.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

We have shown a system in which physical principles of kine-
matics are used as a basis for creative design of shapes of
mechanism parts. While the scope of the devices to which
the techniques apply is still unrealistically small, the first ex-
periences serve as a proof of concept which shows that the
approach is feasible.

The creativity of the approach we described is based on
two processes. The first is that devices designed for other
functions are evaluated with respect to new environments and
thus provide a source of creative ideas. The second is that
domain knowledge of the system is systematically extended
to cover designs with the potential to deliver new solutions
to the specifications. In principle, it would be possible to
automatically invent devices by searching the spaces defined
by existing devices and modification operators. However, the
intractability of such search would most probably make this
strategy practically unusable. We believe that in practical
creative systems, human intervention is essential to provide
the initial concepts and to control the search by selecting the
most promising modifications at each stage of the design.

For practically interesting design, the kinematic principles
must be combined with synthesis knowledge about possible
devices and the functions they achieve. For example, design-
ing an escapement from a ratchet can be made very efficient by

observing that a symmetric set of blocking states is required,
and that this can be achieved by combining two ratchets in a
single device. The framework of qualitative kinematics and
the metric diagram can serve to formulate such knowledge. We
are currently investigating the use of a combination of modi-
fication operators and design prototypes ([7]) for innovative
and creative design of kinematic pairs.

Another important problem which remains to be addressed
is how to generalize the techniques to shapes which can not
be modelled using a fixed metric diagram, such as arbitrarily
curved shapes. However, in practice it may never be nec-
essary to solve this difficult problem: any shape can be ap-
proximated to an arbitrary degree of precision using algebraic
curves, whose exact form is fixed by a small set of metric
parameters.
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